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Abstract—In this work we present two dual Finite Element for-
mulations to compute Extremely Low frequency (ELF) induced fields
into the human body. is allows to estimate the numerical error,
as well as rigorously bound the (global) co-energy. is method is
herein applied to the classical case of the exposure to a homogeneous
magnetic field.

I. I

Numerical dosimetry of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF)
fields induced in the human body is important in order to beer
tune and/or understand the effes of recent medical devices
based on elerical energy [1], and for limiting human exposure
to eleromagnetic fields [2]. Due to the difficulty of obtaining
high quality meshes from segmented images, most computations
are performed by means of Finite Difference (FD) methods [3],
[4] as they are straightforwardly applied to “hexaedral” meshes.
Despite the effort of the scientific community, a convincing
validation of numerical simulations is still missing: nowadays,
the only possible assessment of the reliability of dosimetric
simulations is to perform inter-laboratory comparisons [5], [6].
Some experimental measurements of the induced eleric field
have been performed in the past by Miller [7] by using micro-
elerodes. However this tenique is extremely invasive, what
greatly limits the number of measurement points. Moreover, the
perturbation on the eleric field due to the elerode itself is an
issue. More recently, promising results in both radio and low fre-
quency [8], [9] have been obtained with MRI based teniques.
More fundamental problems are the anisotropy of some tissues
[10] (in particular the skeletal muscles), the variability [11], [12],
and the la of knowledge about the dieleric properties of
tissues. is last issue seems particularly problematic at ELF
frequencies: in a recent work [13] Gabriel et al have performed
new measurements for a limited number of organs, and found
large differences with respe to previously published data [14].
Even when only the numerical aspes are addressed, numerical
errors may be large, therefore it is important to quantify them.

II. F   

In the quasi-static approximation, Maxwell’s equations for a
magnetodynamic problem are:

curl e = −∂tb , curl h = j , div b = 0 , (1 a, b, c)

j = σe , b = µh , (1 d, e)
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with e the eleric field, h the magnetic field, j the eleric current
density, b the magnetic flux density, σ the elerical conduivity
and µ the magnetic permeability. Due to the large average
conduivity of tissues, the conduion currents are dominant
with regard to the displacement currents (σ ≃ 0.4 S/m ≫ ωϵ),
and the laer can be negleed. Besides, at ELF frequencies with
su a conduivity, the skin depth is of hundreds of meters,
whi allows to negle the effe of the reaion field as well:

b = curl a ≃ bs = curl as (1 f)

e = −∂ta− grad ϕ ≃ −∂tas − grad ϕ (1 g)

where bs is the imposed flux density to whi the body is
exposed. e computational domain can thus be restried to
the human body [15] with an imposed boundary condition at
its surface given by: n · j|∂Ω = 0. At the continuous level,
these fields (together with associated potentials—see below) can
be organized in the following Tonti’s diagram [16]:

ϕ
grad−→ e, a curl−→ b div−→ 0

σ ↕ µ ↕
0

div←− j curl←− h, t

(2)

At the discrete level this struure is approximated by appro-
priate mixed Finite Elements (FE). Two dual formulations are
obtained by strongly imposing the constitutive laws (1 d,e)
and either Faraday’s law (1a) or Ampère’s law (1b), associated,
respeively, to the upper and lower level of (2), whereas the
equation linked to the other level is weakly imposed [16].

A. e e–conform ϕ− a formulation

Let a be a knownmagnetic veor potential su that: curl a =
b. By enforcing in a strong sense the upper level of (2), i.e.
Faraday’s law (1a) one obtains that: e = −∂ta − grad ϕ, where
ϕ is an unknown eleric scalar potential. e weak form of
Ampère’s law (1b) reads [15]: Find ϕ ∈ H(grad, �) su that

(σ(∂ta+ grad ϕ), grad ϕ′) = 0 ∀ϕ′ ∈ H(grad,Ω), (3)

where (·, ·) denotes a volume integral in Ω of the prod-
u of veor fields, and: H(grad,Ω) = {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω) :∫
Ω
||grad ϕ(x)||2 dx <∞}.

B. e j–conform t− b formulation

Analogously, we can strongly enforce the lower level of (2),
i.e. the divergence of Ampère’s law (1b), div j = 0. Let t be an
unknown eleric veor potential su that: curl t = j. e weak
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form of Faraday’s law (1a) is given by [17]: Find t ∈ H0(curl,Ω)
su that

(
1

σ
curl t, curl t′) + (∂tb, t′) = 0 ∀t′ ∈ H0(curl,Ω), (4)

where: H0(curl,Ω) = {f ∈ L2(Ω) :
∫
Ω
||curl f(x)||2 dx <

∞ , n × f|∂Ω = 0}. However, this formulation gives rise to a
badly conditioned linear system when the imposed flux density
b is not exaly solenoidal. is drawba can be overcome [18]
by projeing b on the kernel of the div operator H(div 0,Ω).
at is, a veor potential a su that b = curl a is computed
[19] and (4) becomes: Find t ∈ H0(curl,Ω) su that

(
1

σ
curl t, curl t′) + (∂ta, curl t′) = 0 ∀t′ ∈ H0(curl,Ω) (5)

is ungauged formulation gives rise to a singular linear system,
whi is effeively solved by using GMRES preconditioned by
Jacobi.

III. E    

Considering the dual eleromagnetic formulations together
allows, on the one hand, to calculate a more precise solution as
the average of the two dual solutions:

e =
1

2

(
e1 +

1

σ
j2

)
=

1

2

(
−∂ta− grad ϕ+

1

σ
curl t

)
, (6)

where e1 and j2 are computed respeivelywith theϕ−a and t−b
conform formulation. On the other hand, the relative numerical
error can be estimated as [6]:

∆% = 2
||e1 − 1

σ j2||
||e1 + 1

σ j2||
× 100%. (7)

A rigorous bound can be found for the (global) eleric coenergy
EC ,whi is defined as:

EC =

∫
Ω

∫ e

0

j de (8)

For the sake of simplicity, assume that all materials are linear. At
the continuous level, EC may be expressed as:

EC =
1

2

∫
Ω

σe · edΩ =

∫
Ω

j · edΩ− 1

2

∫
Ω

j · 1
σ
jdΩ (9)

At the discrete level, the continuous fields are replaced by e1 and
j2, so that we obtain two discrete coenergies:

EC1 =
1

2
(σe1, e1) (10)

EC2 = (e1, j2)−
1

2
(
1

σ
j2, j2) (11)

e local Ohm’s law is not exaly verified (that is j2 ̸= σe1),
thus (9) does not hold anymore for the discrete coenergies.
However, at the discrete level, this can be exploited as the
two coenergies represent a lower and an upper bound for the
continuous (exa) coenergy:

EC1 ≥ EC ≥ EC2 . (12)

e derivation of (12) is reported in Appendix A. Herein, the
energy bounds, established for other static formulations in [16],
[20]–[22], are adapted to the proposed elerodynamic formula-
tions ϕ− a and t− b, specially modified to handle the complex
biomedical context of the application.

Fig. 1. Mesh of the phantom “Ella”, ea color corresponds to a tissue.

IV. T  

Several computational phantoms have been used in this work:
i) a homogeneous ellipsoid, ii) the “Zol” phantom, based on the
Visible Human Proje (VHP), iii) the “Ella” phantom, based on
the Virtual Family [23]. e phantom “Zol” is a caucasian male;
it has been meshed with the soware A, starting from the
segmented images formerly available from the US Brooks Air
Force Base [5]. It comprises 84·103 nodes, and 17 different tissues
are identified.e phantom “Ella” represents a caucasianwoman
(Fig. 1). e mesh was generated from the 1mm voxel model by
means of the free toolbox I2 [24]. e minimal targeted
length of the edges of tetraedra is 2 mm for the whole bodymesh,
and 1.5 mm for two partial meshes, limited to the head and to the
trunk. In the original phantom, 77 different tissues are identified.
In order to relax the constraints on internal surfaces, some tissues
with similar conduivities have been merged together during
the meshing step. In particular, we distinguish the “cartilage-
like”, the “bone-like”, the “muscle-like” and the “fat-like” tissues,
the last type with very low conduivity at 50 Hz. e eyes con-
stitute also a unique region, as meshing extremely thin regions
like the corneas was not feasible. e final whole body mesh
comprises more than 1 million nodes with 45 different tissues.
For all simulations, we use the conduivity values reported in
[14].

TABLE I
D     (µJ)

No of nodes EC
1 EC

2 EC
1 − EC

2
250 20.1750 18.4617 1.7133
3·103 20.1197 19.7165 0.4032
10·103 20.1047 19.9801 0.1246
75·103 20.0937 20.0771 0.0166

V. N 

A. Exposure to a uniform field

We simulate the exposure of a homogeneous ellipsoid to a
vertical homogeneous 500 µT flux density at 50 Hz. e bound
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Fig. 2. Hystogram of the error estimates (inset: zoom of the queue)

(12) has been eed with progressively refined meshes (Table
I), clearly confirming the expeed results.
In order to test the error estimate with a more realistic phantom,
we simulated the exposure to a uniform magnetic field with the
Zol phantom. e computation with the dual formulations has
been performed by using first-order and second-order hierari-
cal shape funions. We evaluated the eleric field and the error
estimate∆% at the barycenter of ea element. We observe that
the ∆% obtained with high order funions is globally mu
smaller than with first order funions. e histograms of ∆%
first and second order (empty and filled bars) are depied in Fig.
2. We observe that the ∆% obtained with high order funions
is globally mu smaller than with first order funions, e.g.
∆% < 10% for the 81% and the 98% of the elements with first
and second order funions, respeively. Moreover, 89% of the
values computed with high order funions are included in the
error bars computed with first order funions, i.e. ||eH − e|| <
||e1 − j2/σ||, where eH is computed with high order funions.

B. Exposure to the field generated by a wire

We simulate with the Ella phantom the exposure to the field
due to an infinite cable (current I = 1000A at 50Hz) placed at a
few centimeters from the le side of the head (Fig. 3).We observe
that most of the induced current flows through the cerebrospinal
fluid, as its conduivity (σ = 2 S/m) is mu higher than the
conduivity of nervous tissues (σ < 0.1 S/m). For ea tissue,
we compute the maximum value of ||e||, the 99% percentile
(i.e. the maximum value aer removal of the 1% highest values
[2], [25]), and the correed maximum value max∗ ||e|| obtained
aer removal of the 1% of the elements with the highest error
estimate ∆%. In general the elements with the highest error do
not mat the ones with the highest values of the field (Table
II): if it were the case, the 99% percentile and max∗ ||e|| should
be the same. is could be important as, according to the last
ICNIRP guidelines [2], the limit of exposure is based on the 99%
percentile of the eleric field, averaged on a small cube (side
2mm). From the point of view of numerical dosimetry, it would
be interesting to obtain strong bounds for su averaged fields
[22].

Fig. 3. Current density induced by a cable

TABLE II
M, 99%   max∗ ||e||    (mV/m)

Tissue max ||e|| 99% percentile max∗ ||e||
Grey maer 274 62 238
White maer 101 49 101
Cerebellum 146 37 72

Nerve 50 36 49
Eyes 17 8.3 17

Bones 260 86 260
Muscle 90 41 90

Fat 199 66 199

VI. C

We use two dual formulations for computing induced elec-
tromagnetic fields at power frequencies. is allows to obtain
an effeive estimate of the numerical error, at the expense of a
higher computation time. Computations have been performed
with numerical phantoms with high resolutions close to the
state-of-the-art models – whi is a novelty for a FE dosimetric
simulation.

A A
P    

e continuous ϕ − a formulation can be rewrien as a mini-
mization problem:

ϕ = argmin
ϕ′∈H(grad,Ω)

EC1 [ϕ′] (13)

= argmin
ϕ′∈H(grad,Ω)

1

2
(σ(∂ta+ grad ϕ′), ∂ta+ grad ϕ′)
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Let η ̸= 0 ∈ H(grad,Ω) be an arbitrary scalar potential;
assuming that ϕ is solution of (3) we obtain:

EC1 [ϕ+ η] = EC1 [ϕ] + EC1 [η] + (σ(∂ta+ grad ϕ), grad η)

= EC1 [ϕ] + EC1 [η] ≥ EC1 [ϕ]

When ϕ is the solution of the discretized formulation, (13) is
minimized over a discrete subset of H(grad,Ω), thus: EC1 =
EC1 [ϕ] ≥ EC .
Similarly, the continuous t − b formulation can be rewrien

as a maximization problem:

t = argmax
t′∈H0(curl,Ω)

EC2 [t′] (14)

= argmax
t′∈H0(curl,Ω)

(e1, curl t′)−
1

2
(
1

σ
curl t′, curl t′)

Note that EC2 [t′] does not depend on ϕ:

(e1, curl t′) = (−∂ta− grad ϕ, curl t′)

= −(∂ta, curl t′)

because the remaining term (grad ϕ, curl t′) vanishes by:

(grad ϕ, curl t′) = −(ϕ, div curl t′) + ⟨ϕ, n · curl t′⟩ = 0

where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes a surface integral on ∂Ω, and n × t′|∂Ω =
0⇒ n · curl t′ = 0.
Assuming that t is solution of (5) and taking an arbitrary

veor potential g ∈ H0(curl,Ω) we obtain:

EC2 [t+ g] = EC2 [t]− 1

2
(
1

σ
g, g)

−
[
(
1

σ
curl t, curl g) + (∂ta, curl g)

]
= EC2 [t]− 1

2
(
1

σ
g, g) ≤ EC2 [t]

However, when t is the solution of the discretized formulation,
(14) can be maximized only over a discrete subset of H0(curl,Ω),
thus we obtain: EC ≥ EC2 [t] = EC2 . Finally:

EC1 = EC1 [ϕ] ≥ EC ≥ EC2 [t] = EC2
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